In lifelong learning systems, especially those based on artificial neural networks, one of the biggest obstacles is the severe inability to retain old knowledge as new information is encountered. This phenomenon is known as catastrophic forgetting. In this paper, we present a new connectionist model, the Sequential Neural Coding Network, and its learning procedure, grounded in the neurocognitive theory of predictive coding. The architecture experiences significantly less forgetting as compared to standard neural models and outperforms a variety of previously proposed remedies and methods when trained across multiple task datasets in a stream-like fashion. The promising performance demonstrated in our experiments offers motivation that directly incorporating mechanisms prominent in real neuronal systems, such as competition, sparse activation patterns, and iterative input processing, can create viable pathways for tackling the challenge of lifelong machine learning.
Introduction
Lifelong learning is a part of machine learning and artificial intelligence research whose goal is to develop a computational agent that can learn over time and continually accumulate new knowledge while retaining its previously learned experiences [49, 32] . For example, suppose an agent needs to learn to classify digits, then classify types of clothing, and then classify sketches of objects. As each new task arrives the agent is expected to process the accompanying data and learn the new task but still remember how to complete the old tasks, at least without significant degradation of performance or loss of generalization. Modern day connectionist systems are typically trained on a static/fixed pool of data samples, collected in controlled environments, in isolation and random order, and then evaluated on a separate validation data pool. This is a far cry from what we really desire from learning machines. Additionally, in the case of developmental learning, where an agent needs to be interactive as well as autonomous, there might not even be a distinction between training and test phases.
When we look to humans or other animals, we see that they are more than capable of learning in a continual manner, making decisions based on sensorimotor input throughout their lifespans [34] . This ability to incrementally acquire and refine knowledge over long periods of time is driven by cognitive processes and functions that come together to create the experience-driven specialization of animal motor and perceptual skills [54, 34] . Thus, evaluating how neural architectures generalize on sequences of tasks, as opposed to single isolated tasks, proves to be a far greater challenge. In essence, in order to continually adapt, the brain must retain specific memories of prior tasks.
In working towards the looming challenge of lifelong machine learning, this paper makes the following contributions: 1) we propose the Sequential Neural Coding Network, an interactive generative model that jointly reconstructs the input and predicts its label, and a simple algorithm for learning its parameters, 2) we show that memory retention is vastly improved by integrating our model's multistep nature with a form of lateral competition, and 3) we compare our model's performance against Over the decades, there have been many approaches proposed to mitigate or eliminate catastrophic forgetting in neural systems. Some of the earliest attempts proposed memory systems where prior data points were stored and regularly replayed to the network in a process called "rehearsal", which involved interleaving these data points with samples drawn from new datasets [39, 40, 41, 9, 38] . The main drawback of these approaches, though effective in combating forgetting, is that they require explicitly storing old data. Such a mechanism is known to not exist in the brain and, as a practical matter, this leads to exploding working (hardware) memory requirements. In addition, rehearsalbased approaches do not tackle the problem of knowledge overwriting itself -they do not offer any mechanisms to preserve consolidated knowledge in the face of acquiring new information [54] . Other approaches attempt to allocate additional neural "resources", i.e., growing the networks, when required [42, 33] motivated by earlier work/findings [22] , but they lead to dramatically increasing computational requirements over time as the networks become larger and larger. To compound these issues further, systems with growing capacity cannot know how many resources to allocate at any given time since the number of tasks and number of samples cannot be known a priori (without imposing strong assumptions on the input distribution). Other approaches try to block old information from being overwritten through the development of regularization schemes [14] . From this vast collection of research, each approach having strengths and weaknesses, three suggested remedies have emerged: 1) allocate additional neural resources to accommodate new knowledge, 2) use nonoverlapping representations (or semi-distributed representations [7] ) if resources are fixed, and 3) interleave old patterns with new patterns as new information is being acquired.
Our contribution to lifelong machine learning starts from the premise that efforts towards developing algorithms that can serve as alternatives [23, 44, 15, 29, 2] to back-propagation (the modern workhorse for training neural systems) might open the door to more promising architectures with mechanisms better equipped to tackle problems like catastrophic interference. Specifically, this paper shows empirically that by exploiting a process for interactive/multi-step processing of inputs, we can make use of a form of lateral competition among units that facilitates memory retention of prior task information. Furthermore, the system can be trained with a simple coordinated local learning rule [30, 29] , exploiting the framework of discrepancy reduction [31] .
3 The Sequential Neural Coding Network for Cumulative Learning
Sequential Learning and the Data Continuum
This work focuses on learning a neural system in the context of sequential learning. Starting from an early definition [48] of this form of learning, we assume there is a sequence of tasks T 1 , T 2 , T 3 , . . . that are presented to a system in order. When faced with the (N + 1)th task, the system should use the knowledge it has gained from the previous N tasks to aid in learning and performing the current task. 1 The knowledge of a system is stored in a knowledge base (KB), such as the synaptic weights in the hidden layers of a neural architecture. Each task T i has its own corresponding dataset D i = {(y 1 , x 1 , t i ) . . . (y ni , x ni , t i )} with n i examples. Here x j represents the feature vector of the j th example, y j is the target, and t i is the task descriptor (also known as a context vector) that identifies (y j , x j ) as being a data point from Task i. The task descriptor is a one-hot coded input to the model. This means that when a new task is encountered, the one-hot encoded vector increases in size by 1 -thus the network adds an additional randomly initialized input node. Meanwhile, the output nodes get repurposed/reused in a new task. For example, output node 1 of the network could represent a prediction for the digit "1" when working on Task 1 (e.g., digit recognition), while in Task 2 (e.g., clothing recognition) the same node could represent a prediction for "pants". If a new task has more classes than the previous tasks, we add output nodes with randomly initialized weights. For example, if the previous tasks were all binary and the next task has 4 targets, we add 2 more outputs to the network when this task is encountered. This is a form of cumulative learning [4] . When a new task t is presented, for each layer in the network, we also make use of a task embedding vector g t (this new memory is much smaller than creating a new network for task t, as that would require new weight matrices per layer rather than an additional vector). Note that all g t would be stored in a task matrix M , where any particular context is retrieved via M · t.
The Interactive Generative Model
Our Sequential Neural Coding Network (S-NCN) is designed to make flexible conditional predictions -e.g., predicting y given x, predicting both y and x, predicting the missing parts of x given y and the observed parts of x, etc. In order to do so, it treats inputs and outputs in a non-standard way. The input to the network is the task descriptor t i and the output units can represent (y, x). In order to predict y i given x i , we clamp the output nodes that are responsible for predicting x and force their output to be x i . 2 During training, the outputs are clamped to both y i and x i , forcing the network to update its hidden states and synaptic weights. It is also possible to make the S-NCN a probabilistic generative network by feeding in a random noise vector as an additional input, but we leave this extension to future work as our focus here is predicting y given x in a lifelong learning setting.
The architecture of the S-NCN is a generalization of the temporal/stateful models proposed for continual sequence learning in [31, 28] . It can be viewed as a stack of parallel neural-based predictor layers 1 , . . . , m , where the goal of each predictor is to guess the internal state of the predictor in the layer below (in particular, it is not a feedforward network). The state of layer i is represented by the vector z i . Layer i makes a prediction z During training, when presented with stimulus (y i , x i , t i ), the S-NCN adjusts its internal states and synaptic weights so that the output of layer 1 is as close as possible to (y i , x i ). It does this by minimizing discrepancy [31] -a measure of its total internal disorder, which is the sum of all of the mismatches between layerwise guesses and correct actual states. In its general form, total discrepancy for an S-NCN with internal parameters Θ (so that Θ i are parameters for layer i ) is defined as:
Note that the loss for layer depends on the bottom-up error signal and the top-down influence from the mismatch of the predictor immediately above.
The operation of the S-NCN is defined by two key computations: 1) layerwise hypothesis generation/prediction, 2) state error-correction, and 3) weight updating/evolution. Though we will motivate aspects of our model from a neuro-cognitive perspective, the error units and weight updates can be derived from the total discrepancy function, as was shown for the temporal model proposed in [28] . Figure 1 : The neural coding network is shown processing an input pair (y, x) over one step, given a context/task vector t, overriding the current z after error-correction and application of the taskdependent lateral inhibition matrix V . Inside the red box is shown one possible subnetwork that might emerge.
[··] is the vector concatenation operator. Green diamonds indicate error units.
The parallel predictors of the S-NCN are locally connected through (recurrent) error weights E , which work to transmit error information to relevant areas/blocks of processing elements, effectively coordinating all of the constituent predictors. For a pair of layers, z +1 tries to guess the state of z . Formally, a predictor takes on the following form (for a weight vector W +1 and activation function φ +1 ):
where e is a block of error units. Error units are paired with each predictor. Their task is to compute the mismatch between the predictor's output and the target activity pattern z . The error unit vector e can also be derived from the total discrepancy reduction we presented earlier, Equation 1.
Once each layer has made a prediction about the layer below it and error units have been activated, the state of layer can be corrected/adjusted to take into account the locally available top-down and bottom-up error information. Using its current state and the error nodes along with its task embedding vector g t , layer in the S-NCN adjusts its state z according to the following equations (using another activation function f ):
3) The error weights E are parameters that play a crucial role in this calculation, as they are responsible for transmitting the error for back up to layer + 1. Notably, part of the state-correction requires competition among the individual units in that layer through the function f ( z, g t ). In this paper, we explore three forms this function could take: 1) f ( z, g t ) = I · z, which means the lateral inhibitory matrix is fixed to a diagonal matrix I and we ignore the task embedding, 2)
In the last two forms that the competition function might take, we see that the lateral inhibition is a function of an evolving context vector, triggered by the presence of the task descriptor t. In real neural systems, competition between units within a layer is thought to facilitate contextual processing [1] , where only some neuronal signals are strengthened while the activity of others is suppressed. Moreover, lateral competition, often modeled in classical neural models with the use of an anti-Hebbian learning rule [5] , encourages the formation of sparse codes [24, 47] . Since the S-NCN is an interactive/iterative model, incorporating lateral competition (in the form of a task-driven, composable recurrent matrix) is natural. Furthermore, this works as an inductive bias that pushes the S-NCN towards acquiring representations that are somewhat more task-dependent, which can greatly aid in memory retention as the system has to store information on multiple, disjoint tasks. In some sense, this task specialization built into the neural dynamics is similar in spirit to activation sharpening [6] . For the third variant of our lateral competition, we note that it is also important to use an activation function φ (·) that emits positive values, such as the linear rectifier or Heaviside step function since the process is subtractive when creating sparse representations.
Since the S-NCN is a type of interactive network [20] , inferring the states of the S-NCN requires running a K-step episode, as indicated in Algorithm 1 (with state correction rate β), where the Algorithm 1 State inference procedure.
model alternates between making predictions and then correcting states when error units have been computed. Once these states have been inferred, the S-NCN is then able to adjust its synaptic weights. The updates/perturbations to the synaptic weights of the model are computed via Local Representation Alignment (LRA) [29] as follows:
where α is a scaling factor usually set to a value less than 1.0, indicating that the error weights change at a rate slower than the forward predictor weights. An important property of these weight update rules is that they are local -to compute changes in the synapses, all we require is the information immediately available to the predictor of interest (making these rules look similar to a classical Hebbian update [10] , although there are important differences to them, as discussed in [28] ). Since a predictor is able to immediately generate a hypothesis given its own internal state, without requiring the active generation of other predictors, and its error can be readily computed after prediction by comparing to the current state of its target predictor state, the weight updates of any predictor may computed in parallel to others. This would allow us to allocate perhaps dedicated computing cores to particular predictors, or "pieces", of the S-NCN. It is also important to observe that the S-NCN does not require activation function derivatives in any of its computations. This is not only more neuro-biologically more realistic but also quite favorable for specialized hardware implementations, given that implementing special circuits for function derivatives can be quite expensive and difficult. Algorithm 2 shows how to update the weights once state updates have been computed, noting that the deltas are re-projected back to the unit Gaussian ball (this normalization was necessary in order to ensure stability throughout learning across the data stream). Furthermore, during the learning process, each context vector/code g t (used to compose the task-dependent lateral inhibitory matrices) is updated via the following equation:
where η e modulates a long-term memory update using current prediction error (at ) and η g controls the repulsion term, which "pushes" context codes away from each other (for diversity). These adapted codes, which influence inter-neuronal competition in a task-sensitive manner, could be viewed as a simplification of distributed temporal context [11] , where contiguity, i.e., recall/generation of one item is influenced by the presence of another, is introduced into S-NCN distributed processing.
The pseudocode illustrating how to run and update the S-NCN network (with 3 hidden layers) is provided in Algorithms 1 and 2. The transmission of bottom-up and top-down errors in the S-NCN is strongly motivated by the theory of predictive coding [35, 36, 12, 52, 3, 43] (which was also shown to approximate backprop in certain cases [53] ) and classical work related to interactive networks [20, 19, 25] , where neural models undergo a settling process to process input stimuli more than once. Though this requires extra computation, such an iterative process endows the network with desirable properties, such as the ability to conduct constraint satisfaction, as has been consistently shown in early work [26, 27] . By using a multi-step processing procedure and competition scheme, akin to iterative inference, a network is then able to "select" subnetworks (or portions of neurons) for particular tasks. This, in the stream setting minimizes the amount of weight overriding that would occur in a simpler network where all units must be all active for all tasks.
Experiments
Simulation Setup: In our experiments, we train models with three hidden layers, whether they be multilayer perceptrons (MLPs) or neural coding networks (S-NCNs) and compare against 13 baselines from the literature. Each layer, for all models, is restricted to contain a total of 500 units. Weights were initialized using a Gaussian distribution scaled by each layer's fan-in. Parameters were optimized using stochastic gradient descent with a fixed learning rate of λ = 0.01 (for MLP). 3 Each network was only allowed a single pass over each task dataset (mini-batches of size 10). The output was a maximum entropy classifier and the objective was to minimize the Categorical cross entropy. For reconstruction (as in the S-NCN), mean squared error is the objective, which is implicitly encoded in the output units that predict target image pixels.
To create our sequential learning benchmarks, we utilize the MNIST, Fashion MNIST, and Google Draw datasets to create various sets of "subtasks", or rather different classification problems that involve different classes of the original set of each full dataset. In this paper, we create a 6 task sequence, {T 1 , T 2 , T 3 , T 4 , T 5 , T 6 }, from these datasets, where two tasks are generated from each specific dataset. To create the task splits, we create data subsets based on minimizing the amount of knowledge transfer across data splits, specifically by examining the amount of stroke overlap in the images across classes, yielding a particularly challenging problem. For equal number of classes, the splits we created were: MNIST set #1, M1 = {0, 8, 3, 5, 2}, MNIST set #2, M2 = {1, 4, 6, 7, 9}, Fashion MNIST set #1, FM1 = {top, trouser, pullover, dress, coat}, Fashion MNIST set #2, FM2 = {sandal, shirt, sneaker, bag, ankle boot}, Google Draw set #1, GD1 = {objects that were car or bike variants }, and Google Draw set #2, GD2 = {objects belong to variants of airplanes or submarines }. For a task sequence, we create two scenarios: 1) where number of classes are equal for all tasks (i.e., 5 classes in our setup), and 2) where number of classes are unequal (number of classes per task, except for the number 5, was chosen randomly). In our experiments, we investigate two task sequence orderings (Ordering #1 and Ordering #2). We compute the color index similarity [46] between every pair of tasks (as a proxy for task similarity) and randomly chose Orderings 1 and 2 so that the color similarity between adjacent tasks was higher for Ordering #1 than for Ordering #2 (hence task transfer should be easier for Ordering #1 then #2).
Models, Baselines, & Metrics:
We evaluate four variations of our proposed S-NCN: 1) an S-NCN, with hyperbolic tangent activations, with no context-dependent lateral inhibition (S-NCN), 2) an S-NCN with sparsity created by the use of a linear rectifier activation function and no lateral inhibition (S-NCN-relu), 3) an S-NCN with the second variant of our proposed lateral inhibition (Lat1-S-NCN), and 4) an S-NCN with the third variant of our proposed lateral inhibition (Lat2-S-NCN) (Relevant settings: β = 0.05, K = 5, η g = 0.001, η e = 0.1). These S-NCN model variations are compared to a vast array of baseline architectures that we have applied to our the challenging sequential cumulative learning benchmarks described above. These baselines include an MLP trained exclusively with backprop (Backprop), an MLP trained by backprop and regularized by drop-out (Backprop+DO), Elastic Weight Consolidation (EWC) [14] , EWC further regularized by drop-out (EWC-DO), the Mean-IIM method [16] , the Mode-IIM method [16] , the Mean-IIM method combined with either Table 1 : Generalization metrics (10 trials) for sequence orderings # 1 & #2 (higher values are better). DropTransfer (DT+Mean-IIM) or L2-transfer (L2-Mean-IIM) or both (L2+DT+Mean-IIM) [16] , the Md-IIM method combined with either DropTransfer (DT+Md-IIM) or L2-Transfer (L2+Md-IIM) or both (L2-DT-Mode-IIM) [16] , and a state-of-the-art competitive model, Hard Attention [45] . For each baseline, we tuned hyper-parameters based on their accuracy on each task's development set.
For incremental moment matching we used the same settings proposed in the original paper [16] (only tuning neural network parameters). However, we found that hard attention [45] was quite sensitive to the choice of its two key hyper-parameters: 1) the stability parameter s max , and 2) the "compressibility" parameter c. After extensive tuning, we used s max = 450 and c = 0.78.
To measure model generalization over the sequence of tasks, we make use of the resulting task matrix R (as in [18] ), an N × N matrix of task accuracy scores (normalized to [0, 1]). We measure average accuracy (ACC) (or mean performance across tasks) and backward transfer (BWT). BWT measures the influence that learning a task T t has on the performance of task T k < T t . A positive BWT indicates that a learning task T t increases performance on a preceding task T k . As such, a higher BWT is better and a strongly negative BWT means there is stronger (more catastrophic) forgetting.
In addition, we propose two additional, complementary metrics, with the motivation that these metrics examine aspects of forgetting and capacity not clearly captured ACC or BWT. Our two measures, True BWT (TBWT) and Cumulative BWT for task T t (CBWT(t)), are defined as follows:
where G i,i is the performance of an independent classifier trained on task i (in our experiments, this was a full capacity MLP trained via backprop). TBWT is meant to relate the degradation in prior task performance by replacing the diagonal of task matrix R with a "gold standard", which is the performance of a model that, in isolation, is able to allocate its full capacity to a particular task. CBWT(t) is a task-specific metric, where we instead examine a particular column of R, and measure the total amount of forgetting throughout the entire sequential learning process, instead of simply examining the final performance at the end (bottom row of R) as BWT can only do. CBWT(t) would punish models that suffer large dips in performance in the middle of learning (but not necessarily at the end), and would be better suited for characterizing forgetting in stream settings than BWT.
Discussion: Results are reported in Tables 1 and 2 . Each simulation was re-ran 10 times, each trial using a unique seed for pseudo-random number generation, we report both mean and standard deviation. As we observe in our experimental results, we see that all of our S-NCN models exhibit improved memory retention over simple baselines, such as backprop, and more notably, EWC. However, we see that incorporating task-driven lateral inhibition in facilitating gradual forgetting as opposed to catastrophic forgetting, as evidenced by the very competitive performance of both Lat1-S-NCN and Lat2-S-NCNs, with Lat1-S-NCN outperforming all baselines consistently, in terms of both ACC and BWT. This result is robust across both task sequences and equal/ unequal class settings. It is further important to note that the meta-parameter settings used for the various S-NCNs were only tweaked minorly with the same values across all of the settings/scenarios. The observation that lateral inhibition improves the neural computation of our interactive network further corroborates the result of [27] , thought it focused on models trained via contrastive Hebbian learning. Finally, upon examination of Table 2 , in terms of TBWT and CBWT(1) 4 , the proposed lateral S-NCNs still outperform the baselines. The key difference this time is that we see that the lateral S-NCNs actually do retain prior information throughout learning and do not simply just recover it at the end.
Conclusion
In this paper, we proposed the Neural Coding Network, an interactive generative model and its learning procedure, based on local representation alignment. This model is able to retain knowledge acquired from prior tasks when learning a new ones in a data stream, primarily when contextdependent lateral inhibition is used to sharpen neural activities within a layer. This result holds even when the number of classes changes with respect to the task. One limitation of our model is its strong dependence on the task descriptor in order to compose relevant inhibitory information. However, a (possibly abrupt) shift from one task to another, where a task descriptor is not available, would force the agent to generate its own contexts. In light of this, future work should steer towards self-motivated learning, where an agent finds its own tasks and data through interaction with an environment. 4 We measure CBWT for task T1, since this measures total forgetting over the full length of the task sequence.
